
gintime..maytime



I don’t drInk 
anymore, on 
the other 
hand, I don’t 
drInk any 
less eIther.
WC Fields



The King of Soho  £4.00
England 42.0%/25ml

A sexy combination with Fever-Tree bitter lemon and a slice of orange 

The King of Soho London Dry Gin is distilled in London. The brainchild of Howard Raymond as a 
tribute to his late father - ‘The King of Soho’, Paul Raymond. While remaining true to its London 
Dry heritage it has a delicate combination of sweetness, citrus and earthiness and a hint of 
grapefruit bitterness on the back of the palate.

This Gin has clean and gentle nose which belies its strength that opens up to reveal classic 
juniper and pine notes with a refreshing zest of citrus oil. The tangy grapefruit reluctantly gives 
way to soft warming spice.

Death’s Door Gin  £4.50
USA 47.0%/25ml

Less lethal with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and a slice of lemon

Death’s Door Gin has a surprisingly simple botanical mix, using only juniper berries that grow 
wild on Washington Island with coriander and fennel sourced from within the state, Death’s Door 
Spirits is able to showcase how complimentary and complex simple expressions can be. Death’s 
Door Gin has a full London Dry flavour without all of the bitterness because of the distillation 
process and the grains that are used. In fact, you can taste all three botanicals: loaded juniper 
berries up front; spicy, citrusy notes from the coriander seeds in the mid-palate; and a soft, 
cooling finish provided by the fennel seeds.

Professor Cornelius Ampleforth Bathtub Gin  £4.00
England 43.3%/25ml

A great experiment with Six O’Clock Tonic and a slice of orange

An extraordinary award-winning gin, produced by the enigmatic Professor Cornelius Ampleforth 
and made using the traditional method of Cold Compounding. Very high quality copper pot-still 
spirit is infused with botanicals including Juniper, Orange Peel, Coriander, Cinnamon, Cloves and 
Cardamom.

This gin is made in ultra-small batches, and the length of the compounding period is controlled 
entirely by periodic sampling!

The result is an extraordinary gin, lightly tinted by the botanicals, and with a flavour which is 
both bold, and perfumed all at once. A most unusual, but quite entrancing Gin. To our knowledge 
this is the only cold-compounded gin currently available.

Martin Miller’s Gin  £3.50
England 40.0%/25ml

Our locals love it with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and a slice of cucumber

Born of Love, Obsession and some degree of Madness, Martin Miller’s Gin is a premium gin made 
from 10 carefully selected botanicals blended with the purest Icelandic water - the ultimate in 
good taste.

Made to a traditional London Dry Style in flavour profile and dryness, this gin uses a mix of ultra-
traditional distilling methods allied to Martin’s own iconoclastic ‘take’ on gin distilling.In a break 
with tradition, there are two separate distillations for the juniper and earthier botanicals that 
are later ‘married’ or blended with a second separate distillation of the citrus elements of bitter 
orange peel from Seville, lemon and lime peel. These techniques contribute to the gin’s unique 
freshness and clarity of flavour.



Monkey 47  £5.50
Germany 47.0%/25ml

A cheeky monkey served neat over ice with a slice of orange

An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient. No, 
not that! Cranberries! The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into this unique 
gin, and the fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%. 

This plethora of ingredients has paid off, and in 2011 Monkey 47 won the World Spirits Award 
Gold in the Gin category and Gold for best in class for the Gin Worldwide at the International 
Wine and Spirits Competition London. Not bad!

6 O’Clock Gin  £3.00
England 43.0%/25ml

Its gin time with Six O’Clock Tonic and a slice of lemon

6 O’Clock gin is made by Bramley and Gage - top English liqueur producers, and the gin 
itself is made with just 7 botanicals including elderflowers and citrus peel. Delightful variation 
on a theme. The traditional characters are there but some fresh citrus and lovely notes of 
elderflower. Amazingly powerful in the mouth with great depth of flavour. Super and full floral 
backing. Fresh yet soothing. Full flavoured but beautifully balanced. Long and full flavoured 
finish where the floral notes are strongly evident 

Winner ‘Super Premium’ Category, ‘The Gin Masters’ London, 2014.

Langton’s Lakeland Gin  £4.00
England 40.0%/25ml

The Lake District’s finest with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic a drop of Angostura bitters 

Langtons is a celebration of the Lake District, the softness, the elegance, the freshness and 
the warmth. The experience starts with a soft understated aroma of juniper on the nose and a 
floral fresh lift. The taste is soft and fresh with a subtle depth on the palate with notes of citrus 
and a slight sweetness and then a surprisingly smooth finish.

Because of the purity of the water used Langtons No.1 is exceptionally bright and very clear 
with real depth and substance. The blend of 11 botanical s include ancient Lake District Oak 
Bark. The outcome is a gin so smooth and flavoursome that as well as enjoying Langtons No.1 
with tonic, or in your favourite cocktail, we recommend you try it on its own with ice.

Tanqueray  £2.80
England 43.1%/25ml

A classic with Fever-Tree Tonic and a slice of lime

In a Gin and Tonic, this classic gin shines in this most simple of serves.

Given that Tanqueray epitomises the London Dry style, it comes as no surprise that it provides 
a crisp, dry taste. The recipe is a fiercely guarded secret, although it is thought to contain as 
little as four botanicals. The final spirit is bottled at 43.1% ABV in the UK, with strong juniper 
notes pulling through, along with a hint of spice and a dry finish.



Chase Gin  £4.00
England 48.0%/25ml

A truly English combination with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic and a slice of apple

The story of Williams Elegant Gin begins with vodka. It is a relatively unknown fact that gin 
is made from vodka, so, unlike other gins, Williams Elegant is truly single-estate from field to 
bottle.

Unlike most other gins, where a neutral grain spirit is simply redistilled, we press our organically 
grown cider apples from the family farm; fermenting them into cider, then distilling into our 
Naked Chase. We then re-distil our Naked Chase with eleven carefully considered wild botanicals 
and naturally pure water taken from the aquifer running underneath our cider apple orchards.

The result is our full bodied, sharp, yet fruity gin with tears and true provenance.

Bulldog  £3.50
England 40.0%/25ml

British on British with Fever-Tree Light Tonic and a drop of Kamm & Sons British Aperitif 

Bulldog London Dry Gin is not your grandfather’s gin. Bulldog Gin is a multi-award winning, 
super-premium gin handcrafted at an English distillery that has been making the highest quality 
gin for over 250 years. The exotic botanicals and high quality ingredients combined with the 
quadruple distillation process allow this product to defy convention with a balanced flavour and 
crisp finish.

A modern super premium gin from Norfolk wheat, Welsh water and 12 botanicals: Chinese 
dragon eye, Turkish white poppy seeds, Italian juniper, Moroccan coriander, German angelica, 
Spanish lemon, Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia, French lavender 
and Asian lotus leaves.

Hendricks  £4.00
Scotland 41.4%/25ml

It can only be with Fever-Tree Tonic and a slice of cucumber

A superb, and utterly unique, pink-tinged gin from William Grant’s. Infused with rose petals and 
cucumber as well as the normal botanicals, this is a must for all gin-lovers.

I defy anyone who likes gin and tonic to say this isn’t just perfect!! Especially good as an aperitif 
due to the fresh cucumber notes.



Fifty Pounds Gin  £4.50
England 43.5%/25ml

You won’t break the bank with Six O’Clock Tonic and a slice of lime

The makers of Fifty Pounds Gin have brought to life a gin recipe created and so-named as to 
mock the “50 Pound” levy that the crown sought to distill on the thousands of home distillers 
in England during the gin craze during the 18th century. The recipe created, and then locked 
away (so the legend says) was only recently brought back to life by John Dore & Co. Limited, 
who did so in trying to respect the original recipe’s intentions.

The nose is lemon, lime, juniper, and very classic in character. Just a tinge of sweetness with 
a touch of creamy lemon as well. The nose is markedly lighter and clearer then the palate.

Juniper on the tip of the tongue, followed by lemon, coriander and angelica. Just a bit of spice, 
with citrus blossoming in the middle. The finish hints at anise, angelica, juniper and citrus rind. 
Tart and direct, with a very dry palate cleansing finish. Long residual heat.

Boodles London Dry Gin  £4.50
England 40.0%/25ml

Light and herbaceous with Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic and a sprig of rosemary

This London Dry Gin, repackaged and rejuvenated under new ownership in 2013, takes its 
name from Boodle’s gentleman’s club in St. James’s, London and is now produced at the 
Greenalls distillery.

Famous members of Boodle’s gentleman’s club included former Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill and James Bond author Ian Fleming, which of course makes Boodles an obvious 
choice for a Vesper.

Churchill also enjoyed gin however and Boodles may have been his favourite brand. I read a 
story the other day of how Winston added so little vermouth to his Gin Martinis that sometimes 
a mere glance in the direction of France would suffice!

Sloane’s Premium Dry  £4.00
The Netherlands 40.0%/25ml

Dutch courage with Fever-Tree bitter lemon

A classically styled Dry gin produced in the Netherlands and named to honour Sir Hans 
Sloane, a 17th/18th century botanist who they credit with introducing many of the current gin 
botanicals to the spirits industry.

Unashamedly inspired by the great gins of the past, Sloane’s was created with a brief to be 
simply the finest gin available. Hand-crafted using individually distilled botanicals and fresh 
citrus fruits – a process that’s unique to us – Sloane’s achieved its goal by winning ‘World’s Best 
Gin’ at the prestigious San Francisco World Spirit Competition 2011!



Cotswold Distillery £4.00
England 46.0%/25ml

Let the Cotswold flavours do all the talking and serve neat over ice

This local gin has a delectable blend of nine carefully considered botanicals. The expression of 
the traditional London dry style comes from the maceration in the pure wheat spirit of juniper, 
coriander and angelica root which have been left for 12 hours to allow their flavour characteristics 
to fully infuse. Added to this is a unique botanical mix of Cotswold lavender, bay leaf, grapefruit, 
lime, black pepper and cardamom seed into a carter head still for distillation before finishing 
with naturally refined Cotswold water. The result is a classic well-balanced juniper-led gin with 
crisp citrus and spice. 

Edgerton Pink  £3.00
England 43.0%/25ml

A perfect touch of pink with pomegranate and Fever Tree Tonic

Martin Edgerton Gill, formerly owner of the London Gin Company, discovered that whilst superb 
taste in the glass is key to the long term success of a liquor brand, colour really works.Gill’s 
father had spent five years in the Royal Navy during World War II  and brought home with him 
a love of pink gin. This traditional nautical tipple, consisting of gin and Angostura bitters, was 
launched in 1824 initially as a cure for sea sickness. Quite apart from the enticing rosiness it 
is a delightful and complex gin blended with no less than fifteen exotic ingredients including 
pomegranate.

Half Hitch   £5.00
England 40.0%/25ml

A gin with Earl Grey. Pair with Fever Tree Tonic and lemon..now that’s what I call a cup of tea!

1869, Camden Lock. The heart of London’s gin distilling & warehousing with its footprint 
stretching 20 acres from the Lock to the Roundhouse. An express train exported its gin daily 
around the world. Faint memories now only exist in the form of street names such as ‘Juniper 
Crescent’. Whilst the distillery & warehouse buildings remain, they have since changed use and 
those who walk on its surrounding cobble stones are blissfully unaware of its history. Fifty years 
after the last gin production left Camden Lock, this past industrial glory has now been unearthed 
and reinvigorated by the guys at Half Hitch Gin. 

Half Hitch uses the finest single estate, Malawian Black Tea & Calabrian Bergamot - and an 
additional complement of English wood, pepper and hay. The whole leaf tea blend is from 
different harvests, fields and tea varietals across the estate. The key ingredient of Back Tea is 
re-blended each season to achieve the optimum flavour and keep consistency and requires the 
art of expert blending not the replication of a simple recipe. The citrus Bergamot, a natural cross 
between a bitter orange and a lemon, is from ancient citrus groves in Calabria, Southern Italy.

Larios £3.00
Spain 40.0%/25ml

A taste of the sun with Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic and a slice of orange 

A stunning Spanish gin made using 12 botanicals including wild juniper, nutmeg, angelica root, 
coriander, Mediterranean lemon, orange, tangerine, mandarin, clementine, grapefruit, lime and 
orange blossom which are distilled five times.

I’ll stick with Gin. Champagne is just ginger ale 
that knows somebody.   M*A*S*H, (spoken by Hawkeye)



Twisted Nose  £5.00
England 40.0%/25ml

Build an empire with cucumber and Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic

Distilled at the Winchester Distillery, our small batch gin combines ten botanicals including 
local watercress to create a spirit that is intense, fragrant and refreshing. The Romans knew 
watercress as Nasturtium, meaning “twisted nose”, from which our gin takes its name. On 
drinking, pine notes of Juniper emerge first followed by fresh citrus and deeper spice tones. A 
sparkle of peppery watercress appears next. The finish is long and satisfying with fresh citrus 
lingering until the following mouthful.

Cotswold Brewery Gin  £3.75
England 41.0%/25ml

The brewery’s guilty secret is out and perfect with Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic and lime

Though a great fan and consumer of her husband’s Rick’s Cotswold brews Emma, his wife, had 
a terrible secret... her tipple of choice was not a lager or a cider... but GIN. She is known for 
arriving at friends’ houses bearing her own bottle of gin (and mixer) rather than accepting the 
wine or beer generally on offer! So it seemed to make sense to make their own gin. After many 
trials, countless empty bottles of gin and some dodgy experiments involving kilner jars, secret 
ingredients steeped in Gin and blind tastings, the final ingredients were found. Along with the 
usual juniper (of course!), coriander, oris root (why not?) and lime peel, botanicals were chosen 
that echo the Cotswolds and unique nature of the brewery! Hops are a reference to the brewing 
process, hawthorn berries to the brewery site which is surrounded by hawthorn bushes and 
lemon balm because it grows out of control in the garden!

Jinzu £4.00
England/Japan 40.0%/25ml

Dare to try this east west fusion its on its own over ice or with Fever Tree Tonic and apple

Jinzu combines typical gin botanicals with exotic botanicals from Japan, juniper from Tuscany, 
coriander from East Europe, yuzu citrus and cherry blossom. Now, where the magic happens, is 
in the inclusion of distilled Junmai sake. This is where the East meets the West and where, for 
the first time, two national treasures come together in fusion. 

East London Batch No. 1  £3.40
England 45.0%/25ml

An Eastender we can all love escpecially with Fever-Tree Tonic and a slice of lime

Bringing spirit production back to London’s East End after more than a century, this premium gin 
is distilled from 100% British wheat spirit. It is then infused with a myriad of botanicals including 
coriander seeds, angelica root and pink grapefruit peel. However, it is the addition of Darjeeling 
tea that gives this gin a quintessentially British note. This combination gives a well balanced 
flavour profile that compliments most tonic waters.

The only time I ever enjoyed ironing 
was the day I accidentally got gin in 
the steam iron.  Phyllis Diller



Geranium Gin  £3.50
England 44.0%/25ml

Wander in the garden with mint and 6 O’clock tonic water

Created by Henrik Hammer, an accredited IWSC Gin judge, and launched in 2009 using a scientific 
approach to flavours and distillation. Having found the flavour spectrum of gins before the recent 
surge to be quite narrow, Henrik contemplated the use of geranium as a natural partner to the 
juniper. Geranium and juniper have long been used together in therapeutic libations, so the 
pairing is not as odd as it first seems.

Geranium Gin has beautiful juniper and floral notes on the nose and tongue coming from the 
geranium oil, giving a light, smooth finish.

Caoruun  £3.25
Scotland 41.8%/25ml

Explore the majesty of the highlands with red apple and Fever Tree Tonic Water

Drawing on centuries of knowledge in whisky production at the oldest distillery in the Speyside 
area, Caoruun is distilled in the Cairngorms using the purest highland spring water. The base 
spirit is vapurised before passing through trays of the botanicals to ensure the best possible 
uptake of flavour and aroma. Caoruun uses 5 Celtic botanicals to create its crisp and well 
balanced palate, including Coul Blush Apples, Bog Myrtle, Heather and Rowan Berries (after 
which the gin is named in Celtic).

Tanqueray Number 10    £3.50
England 47.3%/25ml

A classic G&T with lime and Fever Tree Tonic Water

Launched in 2000 and named after the still in which it is made (Tiny Ten), Tanqueray Number 
10 is an exceptionally smooth gin. Using whole fruit botancials, including white grapefruit and 
limes, as well as juniper, coriander and chamomile, Number 10 is indisputably a step up from 
Tanqueray’s other gins. Lovely citrus tones throughout with delicate floral finishes, this gin has 
won best white spirit, three years in a row at the San Francisco World Spirits competition since 
2003, which lead to the creation of the ‘Hall of Fame’.

Pinkster  £3.40
England 37.5%/25ml

Finish this gin off with fresh raspberries and Fever Tree Light Tonic Water

Created in 2013 by Stephen Marsh of the Thames Distillery after he became allergic to yeast. 
Seeing as how he could not drink wine anymore, Stephen switched to gin. He experimented at 
home with gins before creating the recipe you see before you containing raspberries, juniper, 
black peppercorns, and others which remain ‘hush hush’.

To taste, Pinkster had a sweet profile, with the coriander and juniper underlying the jammy 
raspberry note not too dissimilar or a coulis on a cheesecake (mmm…gin and cake! Now you’re 
talking). The black pepper hits at the end to prevent the gin from being too sickly sweet.

There’s an old man sitting next to me
Making love to his tonic and gin. 

Billy Joe l - Piano Man



Blackwoods Vintage Dry Gin  £3.00
Scotland 40.0%/25ml

Be swept away by Shetlands beauty with lime and 6 O’clock Tonic Water

The story of Blackwoods Vintage Gin begins in Shetland, where the creators wait all year for the 
perfect time to harvest their botanicals. Each vintage is different depending on the quality and 
quantity of botanicals available. The combination of unique botanicals which are found only on 
Shetland, along with lime and juniper, gives this gin and lovely dry, complex profile. This gin has 
won many gold awards and been judged by many experts across the globe, beating out many 
well-known gins in the process.

With an abundance of citrus on the nose with gentle floral and herbal notes that follow leaving 
a smooth, fresh taste. The meadowsweet and sea pink flowers give this gin a slight sea green 
colour.

No. 209  £3.75
USA 46.0%/25ml

Live the American Dream with mint and Fever Tree Mediterranean

A ‘contemporary classic’, No. 209 was launched in 2005 at the beginning of the recent 
reinvigoration of the craft distilling culture. The story of No. 209 begins in 1880 when the 
distillery was set up by William Scheffler in the Napa Valley. The distillery was registered with 
the American Federal Government and given licence 209. We shall now skip some 100 years of 
history when production ceased, most notably during the Prohibition, and the old distillery and 
vineyard came into the ownership of Leslie Rudd. When restoring the property he noticed the 
faintly painted words above the door, ‘Licensed Disitllery No. 209’. Since then the old license 
number has been put proudly on each bottle of this superb gin.

No. 209 has a wonderful citrusy and spicy taste, with just subtle hints of juniper coming through. 
The full list of botanicals is a well-kept secret, containing between 8 and 11 botanicals.

The proper union of gin and 

vermouth is a great and sudden 

glory; it is one of the happiest 

marriages on earth, and one of 

the shortest lived.

Bernard De Voto



G’Vine Nouaison  £4.00
France 43.9%/25ml

Enjoy this unique gin with grapes and Fever Tree Tonic Water

Le Gin Français le plus connu au monde et complètement unique. This roughly translates to ‘Blah 
blah blah something something….Gin drink me!’ A wholly unique gin, created in the =vineyards 
of the Cognac region. Cognac is known as the birth-place of centuries old distillation practices 
using the Ugni grape variety, G’Vine is the first to us it as a base spirit for gin. This neutral grape 
spirit (like the Genevers of old) gives this gin a significantly smoother but heady body.

What gives this gin its unique floral flavour is the maceration of the vine flowers that grow just 
for a few days a year before maturing into a grape berry. The vibrant and intense period after 
the blossom is called Nouaison in French or ‘setting’.

Very smooth finish, and delicate floral fruity notes set this gin apart from every other gin we 
have here at The Maytime.

Gin Mare   £4.25
Spain 42.7%/25ml

Olé! A sprig of rosemary and Fever Tree Mediterranean complete this Spanish delight.

Made in the small Spanish fishing village of Vilanova just outside of Barcelona, this gin epitomises 
the Mediterranean spirit, and has long pushed the boundary of what gin could taste like. The 
still is housed in a chapel on a property that was once a monks retreat. Cue Holy ‘Spirit’ puns? 
No? Maybe later…

A testament to the vision of a truly Mediterranean gin, Gin Mare does indeed taste ‘Mediterranean’. 
Herbaceous smells, with thyme and resinous juniper dominating. Olives are also apparent on 
the nose. To taste, we get juniper and a burst of herbs like basil, rosemary and thyme. The 
combination feels very savoury and different to other gins. It can be considered part of a very 
short list of ‘herbal’ gins.

Sipsmith V.J.O.P.    £4.50
England 57.7%/25ml

Double up! Just kidding…enjoy with lime and Fever Tree Tonic Water

It might be a fair assessment to say that Sipsmith was the first in the new wave of craft 
distilleries. As a celebration, Sipsmith launched in 2013 a variant on their popular London Dry 
gin, Sipsmith V.J.O.P. We have all heard of V.S.O.P. when it comes to labelling brandy, V.J.O.P. 
similarly stands for Very Junipery Over Proof. This encapsulates this gin in a nutshell, at 57% 
ABV it is the highest proof gin on our bar, and it uses 75% more juniper than most London Dry 
gins. Sipsmith use a ‘triple juniper’ method to make this gin which means adding the juniper at 
three different stages of the process.

If you have ever had Sipsmith gin, this is like a bigger brother, there are family resemblances, 
but the strong dry cinnamon finish with a more limey note gives this gin its own idiosyncrasies.

I never drink anything stronger 
than gin before breakfast.     
       W.C.Fields



Becketts  £3.50
England 40.0%/25ml

An English picnic with mint and Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic Water

An exquisite gin, distilled and bottled in the heart of London. Becketts is the only gin in the world 
to infuse their gin with English juniper. This gin is also remarkably simple using only 6 botancials; 
juniper, lime, coriander, orris root, orange peel and mint. These all combine harmoniously to give 
Becketts a wonderfully zesty bittersweet taste with a smooth, full bodied finish.

As English juniper is very close to extinction, Becketts also actively take part in conservation with 
the National Trust to protect this important species.

Jensen’s Old Tom  £3.00
England 43.0%/25ml

Under the cat’s paw with a slice of lemon and 6 O’clock Tonic

Distilled in Bermondsey in London following old reciepes for Old Tom Gins, this is a faithful 
recreation of the style of gins present in the 1800’s. Old Tom gins by their nature are generally 
sweeter than London Dry gins, and this is usually done by adding extra, sweeter botanicals. Old 
Tom is often referred to as the ‘missing link’ between London Dry gin and the sweeter Dutch 
Genever. 

This Old Tom however, is unsweetened, relying instead on the natural sweetness from its 
botanicals to shine through. It is rooty and intense, with a complex blend of botanicals that 
makes for a divine gin and tonic.

Sibling Gin   £4.00
England 42.0%/25ml

Fuel the sibling rivalry with a slice of orange and Fever Tree Tonic Water

Distilled right down the road in Cheltenham, by 4 siblings, who all have a passion for gin, and all 
under the age of 24! Having been in the industry for many years at the family owned brewery, 
the siblings decided to branch out and create a superb triple distilled London Dry gin. Using this 
passion, they went back to the drawing board to find out what makes a gin a gin. As such, unlike 
most distilleries, they do not buy in a neutral spirit, but created a high quality vodka instead on 
site. This gives the perfect clean slate with which to vapour infuse their botanicals.

On the nose, the gin is rich and smooth, with hints of vanilla followed by traditional juniper. On 
the tongue, this gin bursts with fruity blueberries and creamy vanilla, all leading to a smooth 
long finish. This is one group of Siblings to keep your eye on!

When life gives you lemons...
...make a gin and tonic.



Edgerton Blue Spice Gin  £4.00
England 46.0%/25ml

A manly drink with cucumber, black pepper and 6 O’clock Tonic

So when you have created a highly successful (and a firm favourite here at The Maytime) pink 
coloured gin, what do you create next? A blue gin of course!! This gin is an earthier offering than 
the sweet pomegranate notes of the Edgerton Pink with coriander flavours and hints of fennel 
running throughout. Designed to be “more masculine” in character, this superb gin won a Gold 
award at the 2015 Global Gin Masters competition.

Brave flavours of coriander, black pepper, cardamom and fennel, make this a gin flavoured unlike 
any other on our bar.

Silent Pool  £3.00
England 43.0%/25ml

It’s oh so quiet with a wedge of lime and 1724 Tonic Water

Silent Pool is created on the Albury Estate in the Surrey Hills. It is named after the Silent Pool, a 
beautiful, mysterious spring-fed lake. The site was discovered by a group of like-minded friends 
with a passion for craft distilling on the Duke of Northumberland’s estate. Using traditional wood 
fired boilers, and copper stills, they have created a wonderfully clean full bodied gin, with fresh 
flavours.

Produced with 24 unique botanicals, Silent Pool gin is a rich, clean juniper driven spirit with floral 
layers of chamomile and lavender. Fresh notes of citrus and kafir lime are grounded with the 
subtle sweetness of Surrey honey.

Rock Rose   £5.00
England 40.0%/25ml

Smell like a rose, hit like a rock with rosemary, orange and Fever Tree Tonic Water

Proof that the gin revolution has reached all the way up to the tip of Caithness in Scotland! 
Distilled just down the road from John O’Groats at the Dunnet Bay Distillery, this gin embraces 
the beauty and ruggedness of its seaside location. Husband and wife team Martin and Claire 
Murray (along with Alfie’s mate George!) prove that with a little ingenuity it is possible to 
harness local botanicals and heritage to create a modern and unique gin. Rock Rose gets its 
name from one of the local botanicals they forage for – Rhodiola rosea (rose root) which grows 
on the cliffs of Pentland Firth. As with many botanicals like juniper, rose root has its own Celtic 
folklore attached to it. The Vikings used to harvest and eat rose root, believing that it would give 
them extra strength for further arduous journeys and battles (clearly they have never heard of 
Red Bull!).

To create Rock Rose, the couple use 18 botanicals, 5 of which are grown locally. This gin has 
a lovely delicate floral note on the nose, giving way to deep cardamom notes. In a G&T the 
sharpness of the Sea Buckthorn is complemented by round berries and the juniper heart.

Gin is a confusing drink. 
It’s the only liquid that’s 
both wet and dry. 

Jarod Kintz

  



Copper Head   £5.00
England 40.0%/25ml

Turn gin into gold with lime and a Pedrino Tonic Water

Known as The Alchemists Gin in its home country of Belgium, the story goes that Mr Copperhead 
was a notorious alchemist in medieval times who spent his time looking for the elixir of life. After 
hearing about the ancient Babylonian ‘Water of Life’ (a very rudimentary combination of pure 
alcohol and juniper), Mr Copperhead believed the secret lay with the juniper berry. He combined 
5 essential botanicals with pure spirit in a copper still in the hope of creating the elusive elixir. 
Alas, he failed in this endeavour, but he did accidently stumble upon the recipe for a great gin.
The 5 botanicals that go into Copper Head gin are; juniper berries, cardamom, angelica root, 
coriander, and orange peel. This gives Copper Head a wonderfully sweet aroma with plenty of 
citrus thrown in for good measure. On the palate, the citrus and the cardamom stand out with a 
hint of sweetness and a lasting juniper finish.

Conker Spirit  £3.75
England 41.0%/25ml

The rules of conkers don’t apply to Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic Water and apple

Conker Spirit was founded by Robert Holloway in the beautiful county of Dorset (but not as 
beautiful as Oxfordshire!), home to many, many beers but not a lot in the way of spirits. Enter 
stage left; Conker Spirit Dorset Dry Gin!!! The guys at Conker have created an intricate gin using 
ten select botanicals, led by the finest Macedonian juniper, a subtle incorporation of elderberries 
(your Father smells of them), samphire, and New Forest gorse flowers.

Brazenly refreshing and deftly smooth, Conker has been crafted to be adored on its own poured 
over ice. But we find it tastes even better by using some elderflower to bring out the great 
flavours of samphire and the juniper heart.

Ish London Dry  £4.00
England/Japan 40.0%/25ml

Very more-ish with Fever Tree Tonic water and a slice of orange

A very British invention. Used to declare times for dinner reservations, approximate sizes of 
items. ‘…Ish’ can be used in so many ways.  Another standout gin on our bar, Ish is distilled by 
the Poshmakers in London. Set up in 2010, this company have created a small but eclectic range 
of premium spirits, but it is their Ish gin that has won them the most renown. Quintuple distilled 
in a traditional pot still in the heart of London, Ish uses the finest English grain spirit along with 
twelve carefully selected botanicals.

These 12 botanicals give Ish a clean smooth taste, with elegant aromas of juniper and coriander. 
This all leads to the sweetness on the tongue from the orange. However, the juniper stops the 
sweetness from being to cloying by giving Ish a desirable, crisp dryness essential for a good 
London Dry. This is certainly one of the best..ish gins going.

Rose Rock Navy Strength  £3.75
England 41.0%/25ml

Stave off scurvy, with lemon, juniper berries and Fever Tree Tonic Water 

The guys at Dunnet Bay distillery have only gone and made a Navy strength version of their Rock 
Rose gin. The ABV has been bumped up to 57%, and this brings an intensity to the flavour profile 
that was not present in the regular Rock Rose. A warm pine release greets you initially, and the 
earthy herbaceous elements and the blueberry juciness have been dialled up considerably. The 
deeper flavours hidden in the original Rock Rose come from the angelica and orris.

The lively pine on the nose combines with citrus to draw you ever deeper into this splendid gin. The 
blueberries burst onto the palate with the angelica to provde an earthy sweetness, the Rhodiola 
rosea comes through at the end. The finish is long and smooth thanks to the higher ABV of the gin.



Tarquin’s Gin  £3.75
England 42.0%/25ml

Don’t be a pasty! Try this with a slice of Orange and Fever Tree Tonic

Tarquin’s Gin was launched back in 2013, and quickly made its way into bars and shops around 
the country. Distilled down on the scenic coasts of Cornwall, the small team at South Western 
Distilleries have created a rather sumptuous gin. Using a “one shot” method, the botanicals used 
are hand sorted and steeped in wheat spirit overnight. Distillation occurs in a traditional copper 
still over a flame. This small batch method only creates 300 bottles each time. Tarquin himself 
noses and tastes each batch before hand-filling, sealing and signing each bottle that leaves the 
distillery. The idea was to create a familiar but non-traditional flavoured gin. The combination 
of using fresh grapefruit and fresh orange peel rather than dried equivalents, whilst using less 
coriander, gives this gin a lovely citrus note.

To taste, Tarquin’s is well-balanced with good strong juniper prevalent on the both the nose 
and palate as it should be. The stronger citrus notes come through afterwards and linger on the 
tongue. The flavours of Tarquin’s own back garden violets come through after a few sips and 
are balanced by the angelica root. The finish is short but will have you coming back for another 
sip quite quickly!

Aviation American Gin  £3.50
USA 42.0%/25ml

The roaring ‘20s are back with lemon and 6 O’clock Tonic

Aviation Gin, with its eye-catching bottle reminiscent of the Great Gatsby, has been causing quite 
a stir since its inception in 2006. Named after the famous Aviation cocktail of gin, maraschino 
liqueur and lemon juice, the creators wanted to create a gin that could surpass just being used in 
a G&T (although it works extremely well as one). They hired a bartender to give them an outside 
insight into how bartenders would use their gin. Made in Oregon using surprisingly traditional 
methods, what sets this gin apart is the restrained juniper and citrus presence against the 
creamy rye, which gives this gin a flavour profile more similar to a Dutch genever.

Without the prolific juniper flavour, Aviation gin has used some interesting and unusual 
botanicals, taking advantage of the rich, savoury flavours of lavender and Sarsaparilla, giving 
this gin a medium to heavy flavour. 

Pink Pepper Gin  £4.75
France 44.0%/25ml

Try not to sneeze with apple and 1724 Tonic Water

Based in the heart of Cognac, France, Audemus Spirits draw inspiration from traditional small 
batch distilling techniques to create unconventional drinks that are proudly contemporary. 
This wonderfully different gin is distilled using a reduced pressure method which allows each 
botanical and aromatic to be macerated individually in the neutral spirit. Pink Pepper Gin has 
been designed in this way to create a unique, aromatic and intense gin, which will actually age 
in the bottle and develop new flavours as it gets older.

When young, this gin has wonderful spicy notes of pink pepper, which complement the juniper 
and coriander heart. When aged, or warmed up, the flavour profiles change. The gorgeous 
flavours of the patisserie come through, with notes of vanilla and honey. This gin is full-bodied 
and intense. A new favourite. 



Berkeley Square Gin  £4.50
England 46.0%/25ml

A Gentleman’s drink just over ice with a wedge of lime 

Berkeley Square is a mellow gin, with subdued notes of juniper and a great herbal bouquet. It is 
one of the few gins that is perfect drunk neat over ice.  Called ‘The Gentleman’s Gin of choice’ by 
it’s creators in London, the flavours for this gin have been inspired by the English herb garden. 
By adding basil, sage, lavender and kaffir lime leaves, the creator, Joanne Moore, has managed 
to add lightness to the conventional gin base. It is these complimentary aspects to the more 
traditional notes of juniper, and not the choice of unusual botanicals for the sake of diversity, that 
is the best element of Berkeley Square.

The result of the bouquet garni distillation method is that Berkeley Square is a smart gin, with a 
wonderful depth of flavour and perfect balance that allows all the subtleties of this gin to really 
shine. This is one gin that is best served by itself. 

Plymouth Navy Strength   £4.00
England 57.0%/25ml

Join the navy with a wedge of lime and Pedrino Tonic Water 

The oldest British distillery still operating in is original location, Plymouth Gin is a titan in the 
drinks world, and worthy of the continued affections fans have for it. The Black Friars Distillery 
is one of the oldest buildings in Plymouth, having been a Dominican monastery in 1431 before 
becoming a prison, and finally in 1793, a distillery. Technically speaking, Plymouth Gin is both 
an actual gin and a style of gin, and can only be produced within the walls of Plymouth. A good 
reason why the distillery fought so hard for this protected status was probably to protect their 
sales from the Royal Navy. An important buyer at the time, the Royal Navy rations may have 
been rum, but the officers were all drinking gin. By 1850, the Navy were buying 1000 barrels 
from the distillery, and requested a super strength gin be produced to last long voyages. Thus 
‘Navy Strength’ gin was created.

Contrary to the London Dry style that has come to dominate the gin market in modern times, 
Plymouth Gin continues to be true to its roots and has retained its own characters. Produced in 
a still that has not changed for 150 years, Plymouth Navy Strength is more aggressively charged 
than its Original sibling. The juniper is more assertive, with more citrus punch and the spice 
notes make themselves more well known. 

The most dangerous drink 
is gin. You have to be 
really, really careful with 
that. Because gin isn’t 
really a drink, it’s more a 
mascara thinner. 

DYLAN MORAN



Portobello Road No. 171  £3.00
England 42.0%/25ml

No Bedknobs or Broomsticks to be found with lemon and Fever Tree Tonic 

This gin was created for the Notting Hill bar, the Portobello Star, No. 171 Portobello Road. 
Above this infamous bar resides the Ginstitute, London’s second smallest museum, and home 
to London’s smallest copper still. Nicknamed ‘Coppernicus’, the owners wanted to create a 
fashionable gin that could outshine all others on offer. It is an old style London Dry, containing 
traditional botanicals and spices, harking back to the gins of yester-year.

Elegant on the nose, with hot white pepper, heavy berries and plenty of juniper. The nose gives 
way to soft lemon grass flavours with a hint of red berries leading to a dry, fresh finish. 

Leopold’s American Gin  £4.25
USA 40.0%/25ml

A MichiGIN* with a wedge of lime and Fever Tree Mediterranean

The story of the Leopold Brothers begins in 1999, when Scott and Todd Leopold opened up 
a brewery on the main street of Ann Arbor in Michigan. The brew they made quickly became 
popular with the locals, and the brothers turned their attention to distilling. They quickly became 
known for their eco-brewing techniques, in 2008 they moved their operations to their home 
state of Colorado. This small batch gin that they have created is limited to 300 bottles at a time. 
The process of distilling the botanicals with the gin has been changed to boiling the alcohol 
with each botanical individually. This prevents the gin from being too overpowered with some 
flavours and prevents tannins from making the gin too dry.

The Leopold brothers use a secret blend of botanicals in the creation of this gin, but coriander 
and juniper are prominent flavours. The sweetness from American pummelos (a giant citrus fruit 
similar in size to a grapefruit), and the Valencia oranges, lend this gin a lovely citrus flavour, 
whilst not detracting from the ‘heat’ of the juniper. * Sorry about the MichiGIN pun

Edinburgh Gin  £3.00
Scotland 43.0%/25ml

Don’t be Caledonian Blue with juniper berries and 1724 Tonic Water 

Edinburgh Gin is a nod to the days when the city of Edinburgh and the Port of Leith were the hub 
of Northern distilling expertise. In 1777 there were 8 licensed distilleries and supposedly over 
4000 illegal stills in Edinburgh. In 2014, after 3 years of growing the brand, the whole distillation 
process was brought ‘in-house’ with a traditional copper still being bought and a city centre 
distillery being opened to the public. Edinburgh Gin have both an Alembic still and a traditional 
column still, which means they can use many different techniques and crucially, this allows many 
different types of gin to be created.

Edinburgh Gin is like a little hit of Scotland. After creating the base gin using traditional 
botanicals like juniper and citrus peel, the gin distillate is once again macerated with classic 
Scottish botanicals. Heather, pine and milk thistle all go into the end product giving this gin a full 
juniper hit on the nose, with the scent of heather coming through. All the Scottish ingredients 
give this gin a wonderful spicy, warming feel to it, yet it somehow retains its smooth qualities. 



Siderit Gin  £4.50
Spain 43.0%/25ml

Cross the Pyrenees with orange and Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic

The Siderit distillery in Northern Spain, has had a clear idea of its objectives since its beginning; 
the founders wanted to produce distillates of the highest quality, with the best raw materials 
and the delicacy required for products capable of delighting the most demanding palates. Siderit 
gins are distilled not through the traditional copper still; but through Borosilicate glass. This is a 
‘world’s first’ distillation format. The still was created exclusively for the distillery.

Siderit Gin gets its name from the use of Syderitis hissopifolia, also known as Tea Rock, creating 
a unique taste. A sweet and floral London Dry with the flower of Jamaica, mandarin bark and 
pink pepper all playing prominent roles. Thanks to the rye base, Siderit has a deliciously light 
spice.

Whitley Neill  £3.50
England 42.0%/25ml

A safari in London with juniper berries, cucumber and Fever Tree Tonic Water 

Like Chuck Norris has delivered an aromatic shoe to your face! But in a good way! Whitley Neill is 
a multiple award winning gin which is handcrafted in very small batches by Johnny Neill, a fourth 
generation of the famous Greenall’s distillers. Using his 100 year old copper still ‘Constance’, and 
a hearty bit of inspiration from his South African wife, Jonny has pulled some magic out of the 
proverbial ‘botanical bag’! Alongside the usual juniper, coriander seeds and angelica root, this 
gin has had a little bit of Africa put into every bottle in the form of Cape gooseberries, and the 
fruit of the Baobab tree. We’ll explore that in a second, but needless to say, this gin is making 
big waves across the world, and was voted the ‘Best Gin in the World 2014’ in San Francisco.

The aromas from this gin are so good that it is hard to prize your nose away! Citrusy, fresh and 
well balanced, with just the slightest hint of spice just encourages you to delve deeper into the 
African veld. To taste you get a wonderful spice uppercut to the face, which is followed by a fresh 
citrus burst from the Baobab fruit. This gin is surprisingly sweet to finish thanks to its ace up the 
sleeve, the Cape gooseberry! A wonderful gin, and in our opinion, a must try! 

I don’t know what 
reception I’m at, but 
for God’s sake give 
me a gin and tonic  

                       Denis Thatcher 



Chilgrove Gin   £3.50
England 44.0%/25ml

Chill(grove) out with mint leaves and Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic 

Nestled at the foot of the South Downs, surrounded by woodland and steeped in thousands of 
years of history and tradition, lies the sleepy Sussex hamlet of Chilgrove, which is where this gin 
takes its name from. This creation of love by Christopher and Celia Beaumont-Hutchings uses 11 
botanicals along with the unusual addition of a base spirit made from grapes. Grape bases are 
unusual and often controversial for gins. The fruity undertones can put people off, whilst others 
prefer the fuller mouthfeel that the grape base adds to the gin. 

Using 11 botanicals, including liquorice root, fresh lime, savoury and wild water mint, this gin 
has a wonderful nose to it. The grape base comes through straightaway with a little sweetness 
added from the soft juniper, but then a lovely hit of liquorice at the end brings to mind an old 
sweet shop. Piney and fresh mentholic notes underpin the flavour of this gin and lend a certain 
cleanliness to an otherwise heavier feeling gin. 

Dorothy Parker American Gin  £3.75
USA 44.0%/25ml

Whip up a wisecrack or two with blackberries and Fever Tree Tonic 

At a glance, it would be all too easy to see New York Distilling Company’s gin releases as just 
another in the ongoing wave of new craft distilleries. However, what they have made deserves 
much, much more attention. The intention when starting out for Allen Katz and Thomas Potter 
was to create one great gin. However, after many recipes, the company decided to launch two 
different gins. The one we have here at The Maytime is named after Dorothy Parker, the famous 
New York writer and renowned gin-soak. Billed as an American gin, not in the sense that it is 
trying to be a non-traditional gin, but merely in the aim of providence.

Dorothy Parker is a juniper led gin with floral notes surrounding it on the nose and the palate. 
In the palate the floral notes and juniper are joined by earthier elements coming from the 
elderberries, dried hibiscus, and ground cinnamon. This gin is not traditional, but neither is it 
new age. It is modern, but not at the expense of the spirit’s heritage. One gin to watch! 

Breuckelen Glorious Gin  £4.25
USA 45.0%/25ml

Look out over Manhattan with rosemary and 1724 Tonic Water

Breuckelen is the spelling of the former Dutch settlement that is now Brooklyn, New York, and is 
also where the distiller behind this gin took his inspiration. After being made redundant from his 
banking job in 2008, Master Distiller Estabrooke opened up a small still in a former boiler room 
and created the Breuckelen Distillery. This led to a legal battle with the creators of Brooklyn Gin 
(which follows in this book) over the name. The case was settled out of court, and Breuckelen 
quietly changed its name to Glorious Gin. The botanicals in Glorious Gin include juniper, lemon, 
rosemary, ginger and grapefruit which are hand blended with the neutral grain spirit and good 
old NYC tap water.

On the nose you get pronounced juniper, with a strong herbal and fruity feature. The rosemary 
tickles your sense at the end. To taste, the herbs come to the fore, playing delightfully with the 
juniper and lemon and citrus. 
 



Brooklyn Gin  £4.60
USA 40.0%/25ml

New York, New York! Delicious with a wedge of lime, juniper berries and 1724 Tonic Water

After the hoo-hah with Breuckelen Distillery (above) resulting in Brooklyn Gin being able to keep 
using their name, it is somewhat ironic to learn that whilst Brooklyn Gin is indeed distilled in 
New York, it is not distilled in Brooklyn. In actual fact, the distillery is located in Warwick town 
in upstate New York. However, none of this detracts from what these masterful distillers have 
created. Setting out with the aim of creating an exquisite gin that everyone can enjoy, whether 
you are a gin aficionado, or if you have never tried a gin before. Only using one copper still, 
it takes 3 days to produce 300 bottles of Brooklyn gin. All the botanicals are hand peeled, to 
extract more of the essential oils and flavours.

A crisp, smooth gin that has a wonderful nose to it. Warm juniper, which is hand-cracked, is 
at the forefront, leading on to crisp citrus, with a gentle hint of star anise finishing off. The 
juniper and citrus, along with the other locally sourced botanicals give this gin a simple, yet very 
satisfying flavour. 

Hoxton Gin  £3.70
England 43.0%/25ml

A taste of the exotic with raspberries and Fever Tree Tonic Water 

Hoxton Gin is the brainchild of a successful bartender who immersed himself into the history of 
gin. After several failed attempts at finding new, more exotic botanicals to infuse into his gin, 
Gerry Calabrese came up with the Hoxton Gin we have today. Bottled with a warning on the 
front regarding its more risqué botanicals, Hoxton is certainly a taste of the exotic. Alongside 
the traditional juniper, Calabrese has added coconut, iris, ginger, tarragon and grapefruit to the 
distillation process. Macerated for 5 days in 150 year old copper stills, the finished product is 
rested in steel tanks for 2 months before being filtered and bottled.

Bold and perfumed on the nose, with strong coconut reminiscent of a rum, but nonetheless 
inviting. The coconut jumps to the front on the tongue, with a good overtone of grapefruit, with 
the warmth of the juniper and ginger emerging at the end. 

Broker’s Gin  £3.00
England 40.0%/25ml

Tip the hat to a slice of lemon and Fever Tree Tonic Water 

Created in the late 90’s, Broker’s Gin is a classic, big juniper gin that earns its place on any gin 
shelf, particularly if you are a fan of the London Dry style. Broker’s Gin is batch distilled, using 
a supposedly 200 year old recipe of traditional botanicals like juniper, cassia bark, orris root, 
orange and lemon peel. The bottle has been designed in the style of a 1930’s advertisement, 
trying to capture a quintessential dry English feeling. To top it off, a quirky little bowler hat sits 
atop each and every bottle of Broker’s Gin.

To taste, there’s juniper at centre stage for sure, but the citrus (lemon and orange peel) is 
vibrant and the peppery finish (from cassia, cinnamon and angelica) leaves its distinct bite to 
proceedings. Nutmeg always adds length to a gin’s finish, and in this case it combines with the 
cinnamon to add a cheeky nip that leaves you wanting another sip.



Thompson’s Bordelais Gin    £4.00
France 43.0%/25ml

Bordeaux comes alive with grapes and Fever Tree Tonic Water 

Another French gin to grace our menu! And what a corker it is! Produced by Simon Thompson, 
the self-titled Englishman in Bordeaux, in Aquitaine, this gin combines the best of British style, 
with the best eaux-de-vie from France. Using a side product of wine production, many vineyards 
in France are creating their own gins and vodkas. Simon noticed that there wasn’t one from 
Bordeaux. Using traditional distillation methods, and only the finest Bordelais base spirit from 
the vineyards, he has created a rather eccentric gin, but one that showcases the best of the 
regions products.

A genuine London Dry Gin, Thompson’s uses 15 local botanicals, including juniper, Bordelais 
grapes, vineyard peaches, and Aquitaine caviar! How posh! The sweetness of the grape base 
and the peaches is evident, with a warm juniper finish. The caviar comes through to stop this 
gin from running away with sweetness.

Zuidam Dutch Courage  £3.50
Holland 44.5%/25ml

Need some Dutch courage? Try orange and 1724 Tonic Water

Set up in 1975 by Fred van Zuidam, Dutch Courage is a fine example of a rarely seen Dutch 
Dry gin. The last remaining distillery to use windmills to mill the grain for its genever, Zuidam 
have looked to history for inspiration for this marvellous gin. The story goes that when English 
troops were fighting alongside the Dutch against the Holy Roman Emperor in the 30 Years War 
(1618-1648), they noticed that before battle, the Dutch troops would take a swig of an unknown 
tonic which seemed to make them braver, stronger, less likely to rout. This tonic was actually 
genever, the precursor to what became gin, and was nicknamed ‘Dutch Courage’. Fast forward to 
the present day and Zuidam has used international botanicals including Italian juniper, vanilla, 
and liquorice root.

On the nose, this gin has plenty to give. Thanks to the distillers heritage making genevers, 
Dutch Courage has a lovely malty undertone probably from the barrelling. To taste, citrus and 
lemon bursts to the front before the juniper and other spices fill your cheeks.

Fresha Strawberry Gin    £4.00
England 38.0%/25ml

WimbleGin not Wimbledon with strawberries and Fever Tree Elderflower 

Produced in the Andalucía region of Southern Spain, Fresha uses the best of botanicals from this 
sun-kissed land. Produced by Mr Spain (no….really), this gin is something of a revelation. The 
world’s only premium triple distilled strawberry gin is made using traditional pot distilling, its 
uniqueness is not just limited to its taste. Fresha uses 7 fantastic botanicals to create this sweet, 
summery spirit. As well as juicy strawberries from Huelva, Mr Spain uses lemon and orange 
peel from Seville, vanilla and star anise from Southern Spain, Spanish juniper and two secret 
botanicals that only the master distiller knows.

Packs a sweet punch on the nose, with strawberry aromas coming through like a late summer’s 
evening. The juniper pokes its head in at the end to keep things from getting carried away. To 
taste, this is a sweet gin. Gratuitous strawberry flavours could have run away in this gin, but the 
lemon and orange add a note of tartness to compliment the flavour.



Silverback Mountain Strength  £4.50
England 46%/25ml

Draw on the strength of the gorilla with orange and 1724 Tonic Waterr

Produced in the small but high-tech distillery of the Gorilla Spirits Company in Four Marks, 
Hampshire, this is one of the newest gins to hit the market. The first bottle rolled out of 
the distillery just before Christmas 2015 and is the culmination of a four-year journey from 
conception, to distillation. What started out as hobby has blossomed into a fast growing 
business. Passionate environmentalists as well, £1 from every bottle sold is donated to saving 
the mountain Gorilla (only around 880 left in the wild).

Sweet, floral coriander leads off the aromas on this gin, followed by zesty orange notes, and just 
the slightest whisper of lemongrass. To taste you get wonderful herbaceous spice tempered by 
orange sweetness. The juniper rounds the flavours in the background. A clean and refreshing 
gin reminiscent of the clean mountain air where its namesakes reside.

Ungava  £4.00
Canada 43.1%/25ml

The tundra awaits with lemon and 1724 Tonic Water 

Ungava Canadian Gin originates in the Northern Frontier where the tundra meets the icy sea. 
Taking its name from Ungava Bay, and using the traditional Cree writing, this gin succeeds in 
painting a portrait of its origin. This gin fits in with our growing “rainbow” of gins, being yellow 
in colour. This colour derives from the selection of botanicals which call this cold, harsh region 
of Northern Quebec home. A wholly unique gin, using a range of obscure botanicals known 
to the Inuit. The first is Cloudberry, a tart little berry that only grows in small quantities in its 
native range. Arctic Blend is the next, a creeping evergreen used as a kind of tea by Northern 
peoples. Labrador Tea is a flowering bog plant with white flowers that is also used as a tea by 
the Inuit. The last one we shall mention here is Crowberries, another creeping evergreen, with 
tart, purplish berries.

These obscure botanicals lend this gin a wonderfully dry taste, with some sweetness coming 
through from the Labrador Tea. A well rounded gin. 

 

According to chemists, 

gin IS a solution. Anon  



Foxdenton Sloe Gin   £2.75
England 27.0%/25ml

Fantastic drunk by itself or on ice 

Foxdenton Estate was acquired by the Radcliffe family through marriage in 1367, and the first 
grandson was knighted at Agincourt in 1415. The family has been involved in most major political 
events, wars in British history, but like most families of those ages, they made their own liqueurs 
at home to take out shooting. In 1935, the estate was turned into a company, and has been 
making spirits that they themselves would drink ever since. The Blackthorn (Prunus Spinosa) is 
a species of wild plum, which produces berries known as Sloes. These sloes are naturally sour 
and inedible, but add a bit of sugar and gin, and the wonderful flavour comes through.

This sloe gin is stronger, paler and less sweet than others. The guys at Foxdenton do not add 
almond essence to this gin. This allows the natural almond flavour to come through from the 
hydrogen cyanide contained in the stone of sloes. Don’t worry, in this form it is not poisonous.

Foxdenton Winslow Plum Gin  £2.75
England 17.5%/25ml

Fantastic drunk by itself or on ice

Foxdenton Estate was acquired by the Radcliffe family through marriage in 1367, and the first 
grandson was knighted at Agincourt in 1415. The family has been involved in most major political 
events, wars in British history, but like most families of those ages, they made their own liqueurs 
at home to take out shooting. In 1935, the estate was turned into a company, and has been 
making spirits that they themselves would drink ever since. This plum gin is named after the 
town where Foxdenton resides rather than a species of plum. Using plums grown in the gardens 
of the estate, and also from neighbours gardens, Foxdenton have crafted a rather special drink.

You will be surprised at how strong the flavours of plum are in this bottle. Using a mix of local 
plums during the harvest, it is the darker skins of the plums grown in Buckinghamshire that give 
this gin its wonderful dark colour.

Foxdenton Damson Gin  £2.75
England 18.5%/25ml

Fantastic drunk by itself or on ice 

Foxdenton Estate was acquired by the Radcliffe family through marriage in 1367, and the first 
grandson was knighted at Agincourt in 1415. The family has been involved in most major 
political events, wars in British history, but like most families of those ages, they made their own 
liqueurs at home to take out shooting. In 1935, the estate was turned into a company, and has 
been making spirits that they themselves would drink ever since. In many ways, Damson is fast 
becoming the more popular flavoured gin out of Damson and Sloe gins. Sourcing the Damsons 
from three different farms (including down the road in Evesham), this is certainly one of the 
best examples.

Intense and slightly tart on the tongue the flavour of damson soon starts to taste like old 
fashioned cherry drops. This will certainly warm you up.



Mixers                          

Fever-Tree Tonic  £2.50
A delicious, natural, award winning tonic with a uniquely clean and refreshing taste and 
aroma created by blending fabulous botanical oils with spring water and the highest 
quality quinine from the ‘fever trees’ of the Eastern Congo. 

Fever-Tree Light Tonic  £2.50
This Naturally Light Tonic Water is the world’s first all-natural, lower calorie tonic water. 
With 55% fewer calories, there is no compromising on taste as this delicious, crisp tonic 
water combines fruit sugars and natural quinine with citrus, aromatic botanicals and soft 
spring water.

Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic Water  £2.50
A unique, delicate, floral tonic created by blending the essential oils from the flowers, 
fruits and herbs gathered from around the Mediterranean shores with the highest quality 
quinine from the ‘fever trees’ of the eastern Congo. 

Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic Water  £2.50
Offering a light and subtle character, the delicate and sweet flavour of elderflower is 
perfectly balanced by the soft bitterness of the quinine. A summery twist on the classic 
gin and tonic, the refreshing floral flavour works equally well as a sophisticated soft 
drink. 

Six O’Clock Tonic  £2.50
Engineer and inventor Edward Kain recognised that any intricate blueprint demands 
and deserves balance, poise and precision. In 6 O’Clock Tonic, Edward’s great grandson 
Michael carefully selects and precisely balances high quality natural quinine with extracts 
of lemon and lime. The result is a clean and smooth tonic with a zesty nose and lasting 
bitterness.

Fever-Tree Ginger Ale  £2.50
Made by blending three natural and unique ginger oils, which have been sourced from 
around the world, with soft spring water. So delicious that whisky writers are saying ‘at 
last’ here is a ginger ale they can recommend to partner great products.

Fever-Tree Bitter Lemon  £2.50
Bitter Lemon was one of the most sophisticated mixers invented. Ignored by the major 
drinks companies for years, many now have no idea what it is or how to drink it. Brought 
gloriously back from the brink of extinction by Fever Tree.

1724 Tonic Water  £3.50
Taking its name from the altitude at which the quinine is picked (1724 metres up the 
Peruvian Inca Trail), this is a very fresh, bright tonic water that is less bitter than many 
of its counterparts. Zesty and crisp, it is easy to see how it was created to compliment 
the best gins without being too aromatic or too bland.

Pedrino Tonic Water  £4.75
The inspiration for Pedrino was drawn from two British classics; sherry and tonic water. 
Billed as a ‘Premium Alcoholic Tonic’, this tonic water infuses quinine, cassia root, blood 
orange and blackberries into a beautiful blend of Pedro Ximénez sherry. A dynamic and 
lively drink that pairs well with citrus forward gins.



Mixers                          All £2.50

Fever-Tree Tonic
A delicious, natural, award winning tonic with a uniquely clean and refreshing taste 
and aroma created by blending fabulous botanical oils with spring water and the 
highest quality quinine from the ‘fever trees’ of the Eastern Congo. 

Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
This Naturally Light Tonic Water is the world’s first all-natural, lower calorie tonic 
water. With 55% fewer calories, there is no compromising on taste as this delicious, 
crisp tonic water combines fruit sugars and natural quinine with citrus, aromatic 
botanicals and soft spring water.

Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic Water
A unique, delicate, floral tonic created by blending the essential oils from the flowers, 
fruits and herbs gathered from around the Mediterranean shores with the highest 
quality quinine from the ‘fever trees’ of the eastern Congo. 

Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic Water
Offering a light and subtle character, the delicate and sweet flavour of elderflower 
is perfectly balanced by the soft bitterness of the quinine. A summery twist on the 
classic gin and tonic, the refreshing floral flavour works equally well as a sophisticated 
soft drink. 

Six O’Clock Tonic
Engineer and inventor Edward Kain recognised that any intricate blueprint demands 
and deserves balance, poise and precision. In 6 O’Clock Tonic, Edward’s great 
grandson Michael carefully selects and precisely balances high quality natural quinine 
with extracts of lemon and lime. The result is a clean and smooth tonic with a zesty 
nose and lasting bitterness.

Fever-Tree Ginger Ale
Made by blending three natural and unique ginger oils, which have been sourced from 
around the world, with soft spring water. So delicious that whisky writers are saying 
‘at last’ here is a ginger ale they can recommend to partner great products.

Fever-Tree Bitter Lemon
Bitter Lemon was one of the most sophisticated mixers invented. Ignored by the 
major drinks companies for years, many now have no idea what it is or how to drink 
it. Brought gloriously back from the brink of extinction by Fever Tree.

gintime..maytime



gintime..maytime

This is not the end...


